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[Rick] Coming up next on NewsDepth, thousands of people are walking hundreds of miles to 
get to the U.S. What did this school dig up from the past? We'll tell you. These Girl Scouts are 
learning tricks of the trade, and these students have a touching treat for their custodian. 
NewsDepth is now. 


Migrants are on the move. 


Hello, everybody, I'm Rick Jackson. Thank you for joining us. 


Thousands of folks from countries in Central America have hit the road. They are walking here 
to the United States. Many say they're fleeing dangerous hometowns and want asylum in our 
country. Asylum is the protection a country can grant the citizens of another country, but 
President Trump says they will not be welcomed into the country if they try to cross the U.S. 
border illegally. Patrick Oppmann checked in with the migrants.


[Patrick] Another dawn at the migrant caravan heading to the United States. Another night 
sleeping on concrete for thousands of people. Some get ready for the day. Children play a 
game as if they were still home. Others decide to sleep a little longer. 


Maria Antonia breastfeeds her two-month-old daughter, Estrella, on the pavement where 
they spent the night. Maria Antonia says she is leaving Honduras so that Estrella can have a 
future. "There isn't any work there," she says. "We have nothing to live on." 


On the same block, Kevin asks people for coins. He's traveling alone to join an older 
brother in the U.S. hoping to send money back home. He says he is 14 but looks much 
younger. We aren't showing his face to keep him safe. "I came here," he tells me, "so I 
could work and eat and help my family." 


Over in the town plaza, Bryan is figuring out how to get back to the U.S. He will walk as 
long as it takes to reunite with his three-year-old daughter, an American citizen.


[Bryan] She’s the one who actually needs me the most, you know. So, I don't want her to 
grow up without me.


[Patrick] They have over a thousand miles to go to the U.S.-Mexico border where they will 
not be welcome. The Trump administration is pressuring the Mexican government to deport 
more than 7,000 members of this migrant caravan back home because they say there 
could be terrorists or dangerous gang members in their midst. But literally everyone we 
have talked to here says the exact opposite: they're not gang members, they're their 
victims.


Maria Antonia says Honduras's out of control gangs extort everyone, sometimes for just a 
few dollars. "What's why we came," she tells me. "They charge 'war taxes' there. If you 
don't pay, they kill you." She says she hopes her baby daughter is too young to remember 
the hell they are fleeing from and the hell they are living now.




[Rick] Thanks, Patrick. We've talked a lot this season about being inclusive of those around us, 
especially people who have different abilities. You all wrote us some great letters about how 
your schools and your communities are doing just that. Well, companies are taking the lead, 
too. 

Last week, Starbucks opened their very first coffee shop where all of the workers are fluent in 
American Sign Language. The cafe is located in Washington D.C. You'll notice signs and logos 
in both English and American Sign Language on everything from the aprons to the mugs. There 
are tablets at the register if people want to write down their order. 


And unlike other Starbucks locations, there's no music playing. It's not just a change of pace 
for customers but for the workers, too. Several baristas say the deaf and hard of hearing 
community can have a difficult time finding jobs simply because of language barriers. 


Now this store is right down the street from Gallaudet University. That's the world's only liberal 
arts university for the deaf and hard of hearing. 


Now here's a phrase in American Sign Language that's useful to know. This is "happy 
birthday.” It's a phrase that a kind group of Tennessee Kindergarteners learned to surprise their 
school's hearing-impaired custodian. 


It was James Anthony's 60th birthday, and the students performed the classic song for him. 
Their school nurse and teachers helped teach them. You can see he was quite touched by the 
act. He's been working for the Coffee County School District since 1991, with 15 of those years 
spent at Hickerson Elementary. How sweet is that? 


Meanwhile, students in Michigan dug up a cool history lesson. Former students of Brown 
Elementary School in St. Joseph township opened up a time capsule filled with memories from 
1998. A time capsule is a container that's filled with objects from the present time period to be 
opened later, in the future. Opening up this time capsule gave teachers a chance to reunite with 
their old students and see what they're up to today. The styrofoam box contained mementos 
true to the era - Pokemon, Furby, old dreams, and some ideas about the future.


- And some of them, believe it or not, were spot on. One young man said that "there's 
going to be TVs, "and they're are going to be as thin as mirrors." And I'm thinking, "Yep, 
you're right."


[Rick] The capsule was created 20 years ago in celebration of a media center that had just 
been built at the school. Now for this week's question, we want you to get creative. Write to 
us and tell us: what one thing would you include in a time capsule to represent what it's like to 
be a student today? Make sure you provide supporting evidence so we can share your 
responses on air and, of course, on our website. 


Now for someone from your parents' generation, or maybe even your grandparents' 
generation, a likely item we might find in their time capsule is Wizard of Oz memorabilia. It's a 
movie from 1939 about Dorothy and her little dog Toto trying to get back home to Kansas. 


It's considered by many to be one of the greatest works in film history. It was known for its use 
of Technicolor because back in the day, films were produced in black and white, not color. So 
the main character's ruby slippers definitely stood out. 


Now those shoes have been carefully brought back to life and are on display in the 
Smithsonian Museum in Washington D.C. The Smithsonian is the largest museum complex in 



the world. It preserves items from our nation's past, and it promotes learning. Reporter Amy 
Aubert got to take a look at the new Wizard of Oz exhibit before it opened last week.


- Welcoming visitors to the floor is this amazing window.


[Amy] A behind the scenes look at an exhibit at the Smithsonian's National Museum of 
American History.


- I haven't actually seen them in the new case yet.


[Amy] Arguably the most popular part--


- Visitors have just been really excited to know the ruby slippers are not only coming back 
on display, but they've been conserved so they're ready for decades more of love from the 
public.


[Amy] Will have visitors clicking their heels.


- Dorothy's slippers are a little bit of Americana.


[Amy] More than 6,000 donors from across the globe pitched in to help make the 
conservation project happen.


- One of our conservators has cleaned every single sequin, one by one.


[Amy] Those sequins, now sparkling and shimmering, already getting major attention.


- These are truly iconic.


[Amy] Richard Barden worked on the project.


- We have to know all these different materials to be able to figure out how each material is 
best preserved.


- The case that they're in filters the air and controls humidity and temperature. History that'll 
have you stop and take it all in.


[Rick] Thanks, Amy. For one young boy, movie costumes are more than just dress up. Five-
year-old London Green, who suffers from a heart defect, always wanted to be a Ghostbuster. 
As Olivia Degennaro reports, his wish came true.


[Olivia] When there's something strange in his neighborhood, this little guy ain't afraid of no 
ghosts.


- He'll just come out of whatever room he's in, "I got a call!" and then put on his proton 
pack and go fight ghosts around the house or at the park.


[Olivia] London Green saw the cult classic film when he was just three years old, and he's 
been obsessed with it ever since.


- Once the song came on, it was just like he was hooked.


[Olivia] But the 5-year-old's bravery goes much farther than hunting ghosts.




- He was born without a pulmonary artery. His valves were twisted, and he had a hole in the 
bottom.


[Olivia] London has already undergone four heart surgeries and weeks of hospital stays for 
a congenital heart defect. So when the Make-A-Wish Foundation found out about his 
dream to be a Ghostbuster, they recruited some experts right here in Sacramento to make 
it happen.


[Man] We're the Sacramento Ghostbusters. Now aim it at the ghost!


[Olivia] With his proton pack strapped on and his ghost meter in hand, London joined the 
Sacramento Ghostbusters to hunt some haunted spirits in old Sacramento.


- I got to be a Ghostbuster.


[Olivia] And like any true hero, the mayor was there at the end of his journey to award him 
the highest honor in Sacramento.


[Mayor] It's the key to the city.


[Olivia] A community-wide effort to make a brave little boy's wish come true.


[Rick] Thank you, Olivia. When he was asked what it's like to be a Ghostbuster, London said, 
"Super cool." So okay, he can't really grow up to be a Ghostbuster, but there are plenty of 
super cool careers in the trades that you could have. One group of Connecticut Girl Scouts got 
to experience them firsthand. Reporter Taylor Dichello has that story.


[Taylor] Today in Meriden, Girl Scouts troops put down their cookies and picked up their 
hard hats.


- All of the building trades in Connecticut are here representing, giving the girls an 
opportunity to get exposure to construction.


[Taylor] At the local 777 in Meriden, Girl Scouts tried their hand in electric, carpentry, metal 
cutting, and other trades.


- We have in construction 3.2% women, and we need to have more. We've had 3.2% 
women for 30 years.


[Taylor] Usually the trades program event is reserved for the Boy Scouts.


- For our troop, we've done a lot of projects of meeting women in STEM. Like when we 
were in fourth grade, we had to do a project on that, so it's nice to be, like, doing more of 
that as we get older.


- For the experience that they can't get hands-on, they go virtual. Here, you can use a 
crane simulator to pick up and move objects as you would on a real crane. It's a fun, new 
experience that organizers hope will get more women motivated to learn a trade. There's 
definitely a shortage, and really, there's nothing in the trades that a female can't do that a 
male can do.


[Rick] Thanks, Taylor. How about a career in manufacturing and smelling good? Ever heard of 
it? I'm talking about making candles. 




If you watched this last year, you know that every now and then, we like to feature start-up 
kids. These are students starting businesses to turn their passions into profits. This week, we 
wanna tell you about Katherine Schmidt-Polumbo, a seventh grader at Ruffing Montessori 
Middle School and founder for Little Lights Candles. 

Katherine sells her candles most Saturdays at the farmer's market in the Cleveland 
neighborhood of Shaker Square. She says she wanted to start a business to get some skills, 
make some money, and also have some fun. 


She squeezes in time to make them after she's done with her homework, of course, and also 
right after she comes home from the market, since that's when she has lots of new ideas. 


Katherine tells us that people really seem to like autumn, so she makes pumpkin- and apple-
themed candles. She's already planning ahead for the holidays, too. And there's another 
special occasion coming up that Katherine wants to promote: it's Election Day! She's got 
"Vote" candles to encourage folks to get out there and cast a ballot. She also makes a special 
product line called Candles for a Cause and donates a portion of those proceeds from those 
candles to organizations that she cares about. 


Katherine's learning lots of lessons that she knows will serve her well no matter what path she 
decides to follow. If you think you might want to start a business, Katherine says, you should 
remember, people will turn you down, but don't let it discourage you, because there are people 
out there who will support you - just stick to it. Great advice, Katherine! 


For all that hard work you're doing and the lessons you're sharing, we're giving you and Little 
Lights Candles this week's NewsDepth A+. 


Now this seems like a good time to open up our inbox and read what causes are important to 
you, too. We asked you, if you could send out hundreds of letters to convince people to do 
something, what would you choose? We asked you to send us one of those convincing letters. 
So let's get to reading! 


Parker from Silver Lake Elementary shared a personal with us. "Dear NewsDepth, If I could 
write the friendliest letter ever to somebody to inform people about an issue, I would write a 
letter about cancer because my mom had cancer, and I felt terrible, and I don't wish anybody 
to feel like me or my mom. Also I would want to do this because cancer is very deadly, and 
nobody wants their mother or father or anybody else to die." 


Wren from Whitney Elementary got convincing. "Dear NewsDepth, I think people should stop 
eating animal meat. Think about how the animals feel. What if you were an animal and you 
heard that the butcher was going to kill you and turn you into meat for people to eat. That 
basically is the life of a cow or chicken or a pig. Don't you feel bad for them now? The same 
thing with fish. They get lured with the bait, and then it gets caught in their mouth, killing them. 
That is pretty brutal. It would definitely hurt. That is why I think people should stop eating meat, 
instead just eat fruits and veggies. Sincerely, Wren." Thank you, Wren. 


Here's a letter from Mackenna at Lee Eaton Elementary. She wrote to us, "If I could stop 
something in this world, it would be bullying. I don't see it too often, but teasing others 
happens every once in a while. It drives me crazy after our 10 to 12 years we've been on Earth, 
this problem still occurs. It's not only at my school, too. I've seen it so many times, and I wish 
everyone could show empathy or just think before we act." 


Ivy from A.J. Jordak was thinking about others when she wrote to us. "Dear NewsDepth, I 
would promote free rec and school sports so families could enjoy the game and not be 



worrying about paying money. It would also allow families to buy better sport supplies. I myself 
play sports, and it costs a lot of money just to sign up." 


And finally, here's a letter from Addison from Ranger High Tech Academy. "Dear NewsDepth, If 
I could send hundreds of letters to encourage people, it would be to put canned food and 
water on their porches. I would send the letters so the homeless people have food and water to 
eat and drink. I would so the homeless cannot be so thirsty and hungry. That is why I would 
send those letters. Sincerely, Addison." 


Well done, everyone. You've got me pretty much convinced. 


Well, around this time of year, things can get spooky because it's Halloween, of course. The 
holiday began as a way to scare off ghosts and evil spirits. Today it's often just a fun time to 
dress up and eat plenty of candy. 


In America, the headquarters for Halloween is definitely Salem, Massachusetts. This has to do 
with their dark past. See, back in the 1690s, women accused of being witches were killed 
there. People then were literally hunting for witches. Nowadays, the term "witch hunt" has 
actually come to mean "actions against someone, or a group of people, who hold unpopular 
views". Our reporter headed to Salem to find out more about its history.


[Reporter] On Halloween, it's a celebration in Salem, Massachusetts, but one associated 
with a dark past. Over 300 years ago, fear and hysteria triggered the largest witch hunt in 
American history.


- As more and more people are accused of being witches, it becomes a conflagration 
where there's no stopping this sort of out-of-control snowball, as it were.


[Reporter] In total, 20 people were executed, and those events forever imprinted on the 
American psyche.


- The Salem witch trials serves as an example of how people, when they're under a great 
deal of stress, can become so myopic and afraid that they don't use reason and calm 
judgment to solve a problem.


[Reporter] Three centuries later, stories of hauntings and strange happenings in this historic 
town draw thousands each October for a massive celebration.


- People are dressed up, it's a great holiday. Salem's definitely, you know, the capital of 
Halloween, and people are here to celebrate.


- Originally an ancient Celtic festival marking the end of the harvest, they believed the 
worlds between the living and dead blurred on Halloween, allowing spirits to roam the 
Earth. Those ideas keep the traditions and Halloween spirit alive.


[Rick] Spooky. I think I'd rather stick to the fun parts of Halloween, though. Before we chomp 
down on all that candy you've collected, and you might wanna pace yourself, just a piece of 
advice. As Margaret Gabler tells us in this week's Spot on Science, too much sugar really can 
be too much of a good thing. Check it out.


spot   on   science:   sugar   rush 



[Margaret] Anyone else's favorite time of the day snack time? Hmm. Banana or chocolate? 
Banana or chocolate? Of course, both are tasty options, and I know the banana is healthier 
for me, but why is it that I just want the chocolate anyways? To get to the bottom of it, I 
asked Kylene Bogden to stop by the studio. She's a dietician and nutritionist at the 
Cleveland Clinic, meaning she knows how to fuel up without giving in to the sweet 
temptations. I started by asking her, why is sugar just so good? Take a listen.


[Kylene] Sugar is so good not only because it tastes great, but because it lights up the 
pleasure center in our brain known as the nucleas accumbens. So every time we eat sugar 
and that center lights up, it says, "Hey, I'd like a little more."


[Margaret] And you said that that's kind of the same feeling our brain gets if I win a sports 
game?


[Kylene] Exactly. You win a sports game, you get an A on your test, you have that natural 
high, and you're like, "Yes, let's do this again." It's the same feeling.


[Margaret] So if I really want sugar, one of my first places to go might be grabbing a bottle 
of pop.


[Kylene] Sure.


[Margaret] You surprised me, there's a ton more sugar in there than I realized.


[Kylene] Yes. So when you first look at this, you think, meh, not a big deal. It only contains 
about 200 calories, maybe a little more. But when you flip over the label, and you see 69 
grams of sugar, that is not good. In fact, that translates to 18, almost 18, teaspoons of 
sugar in one little bottle of soda.


[Margaret] So maybe I want something a little bit healthier, and I reach for a cup of yogurt.


[Kylene] Sure. So you're on the right track. And yogurt is a great option, but be careful 
because many yogurts are sweetened with fruits and syrups and different things. For 
example, this is strawberry yogurt. Tastes great, but contains about 15 grams of sugar.


[Margaret] Holy cow!


[Kylene] Right? So that's about four to five teaspoons of added sugar.


[Margaret] I would not have expected what I think of as a healthy snack, yogurt, to have so 
much sugar in it.


[Kylene] Right.


[Margaret] So if I can't have my pop, and I can't have my yogurt, what can I have instead?


[Kylene] Okay. So if you want a quick grab-and-go treat that tastes good and is somewhat 
sweet, you could try dates or nuts. So dates are great because they're easily portable, they 
have a nice texture, kind of like a caramel, and it's great for those who are very active. You 
want a little energy before you play your sport or before you go on the playground, dates 
are a great option. And also, cinnamon-coated almonds. If you're someone who likes that 
crunch, but you also like a little bit of sweet, there's only seven grams of sugar in one 
serving of these almonds.




[Margaret] Almost everything still has sugar in it. If I'm drinking a glass of milk, that has 
sugar, but how am I supposed to know if it's good or bad for me?


[Kylene] Sure. So when you're at the grocery store, and you're shopping, always make sure 
to flip over labels. So milk, for example, let's start with that because you mentioned it. Flip 
it over, and you see 12 grams of sugar in that label. But then you go down to the ingredient 
list, and you don't see any added sugar. It just says cow's milk. That's a great option. 
Versus the granola bar that you might go to next also has 12 grams of sugar. Doesn't sound 
too bad, right? But then you go down to the ingredient list, and you see the first ingredient 
or second ingredient is high fructose corn syrup or brown rice syrup or something of that 
nature. That's added sugar.


[Margaret] So maybe I should just stick to fruit.


[Kylene] Yes, real food from the Earth, always.


[Margaret] Great, thanks so much for coming in, Kylene. I appreciate it.


[Kylene] Thank you.


[Rick] Thanks, Margaret. Having a healthy diet is just one part of living a healthy life. You've 
probably heard that exercise is important, too. But a recent study has revealed just how 
important it really is. In fact, people with a sedentary lifestyle have a 500% higher chance of 
dying early than those that are extremely fit. Sedentary means "tending to spend a lot of time 
sitting "and not being physically active.” 


So, Kim Hutcherson, gotta get exercise in. Kim Hutcherson has the details.


[Kim] Are you exercising? That could be the most important factor in living a long and 
healthy life. The notion that a sedentary lifestyle is bad for you has been around for a while, 
but now, authors of a study published in the journal JAMA Network Open, found avoiding 
aerobic exercise and fitness is actually worse for you than smoking, diabetes, and even 
heart disease. 


Researchers studied just over 122,000 patients who underwent exercise treadmill testing 
between 1991 and 2014 to chart the mortality benefits of fitness and exercise. The results 
were shocking. "Ultra" exercisers, or the extremely fit, weren't putting themselves at a 
higher risk for death due to excessive workouts. In fact, researchers found out quite the 
opposite: there's no limit to the benefits of exercise. 


Anyone, no matter what age, can start walking or running to a longer life right now.


[Rick] Okay, thanks, Kim. Gotta get moving wherever we can. Yes, I ran while you were 
watching that whole thing. 


Now, last week we asked you how much time you spend in front of screens each day on 
average. 38% of you said one to three hours. Yikes! That's a long time. 


And check out our tweet of the week. It comes from Samantha Church at Brook Intermediate. 
Her 5th grade class looks pretty glued to the screen, but wait, wait, wait, they're watching 
NewsDepth! So that's okay. Maybe just do a couple of extra jumping jacks when you get to 
recess, guys. Thanks. 


Teachers, to have your class featured in our call-out, tweet your pictures to @NewsDepthOhio. 




Now let's jump to this week's poll. This week we wanna know the opposite. How many days a 
week do you participate in physical activity after school? This could be anything from walking 
the dog to dance lessons to playing on a sports team. You can choose form zero days, one to 
three days, or four or more days. To vote, visit NewsDepth.ideastream.org and click the Poll 
button. 


Well, if you're our Mary Fecteau, nothing gets your heart racing like glimpsing a spider across 
the room. In this week's Know Ohio, she's got plenty of creepy crawlies to keep you running. 
Take a look.


KNOW   OHIO:  BUGS 

[mARY] Something creepy is crawling around the state. Was that a spider? I'll have to send 
News Cat to investigate. Meanwhile, I'd like to tell you about the hundreds of species of 
bugs that are flying, crawling, slithering, and hopping around the Buckeye state. 


One in particular even seems to rise from the dead. Maybe over the summer you heard this 
sound: It was the return of the cicadas. These large winged insects are best known for their 
loud buzzing noises and for their unusual life cycles. 


When young cicadas, called nymphs, hatch from eggs laid on trees, they crawl into the 
ground and attach to the tree roots. They feed on the liquid of the roots for several years. In 
Ohio, usually for 13 or 17 years. 


Then, they reappear above ground. Here they shed their baby skin to become adults. You 
might still be able to find a couple cicada shells clinging to the trees. Once their adult skin 
and wings harden, they set about to find their bug loves. 


The adult male bugs make very loud buzzing and clicking noises that can be deafening 
when the bugs swarm together. Of course, they're trying to find a lady cicada to reproduce 
with. So many emerge at the same time that often people are afraid there's a plague. But 
the insects are typically harmless to humans. 


A bug that seems a little friendlier is the state's insect, the ladybug. That's just its 
nickname, though. Its full name is the ladybird beetle. Pretty fancy, huh? The insect was 
chosen in 1975 by Ohio lawmakers to represent the state. It is supposed to be symbolic of 
the people of Ohio: friendly and proud but also hardworking and hearty. 


And here's one last bug-eyed beauty. The stagmomantis carolina. No, not related to the 
dinosaurs. The praying mantis is named after the way they hold their large front legs. These 
legs have sharp tooth-like spikes on them that allow the bugs to clamp down on prey. 


Farmers love them because they're good at keeping insects away from their crops. The 
praying mantis is even able to turn its head from side to side. Some species can grow up to 
five inches long. 


And oh yeah, they are said to be lucky. So if you spot a praying mantis, you just might be 
blessed.


[Rick] Thanks, Mary. From what I've heard, NewsCat has a pretty appropriate story to go along 
with those bugs. Let's see what she's found in this week's petting zoo. 




News Cat, you better have a story ready for us if you're just gonna lounge around like that. 
Stop being sedentary. There you go. Ah, she does have a story! It's about a train station being 
overrun by spiders! 


To find out why these eight-legged guys are riding the rails, click the Petting Zoo button on our 
website. 


And thank you, News Cat. 


And thanks to all of you for watching. 


As always, we wanna hear from you, and there are plenty of ways to stay in touch. You can 
email us. We are newsdepth@ideastream.org. You can write to us. We live at 1375 Euclid 
Avenue. That's in Cleveland, OH 44115. Or you can tweet us. We're @NewsDepthOhio. 


And new this season, you can catch our special segments on YouTube, so head on over to 
YouTube and search for NewsDepth. Make sure you click that subscribe button so you don't 
miss out on any of our news videos. 


That's it for this week's episode. Thank you so much for being there and for watching all the 
time. I'm Rick Jackson. We'll see you right back here next week.


[Child Voiceover] NewsDepth is a presentation of WVIZ PBS Ideastream Education and is 
made possible by a grant from the Martha Holden Jennings Foundation.


